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Gerritsen, a terrifying novel of deadly
proportions as an ER doctor tries to determine
the cause and cure of a fatal and mysterious
virus before it becomes an epidemic. The quiet
overnight shift at Springer Hospital ER suits Dr.
Toby Harper just fine—until she admits a man in
critical condition from a possible viral infection
of the brain. The delirious man barely responds
to treatment—and then disappears without a
trace. Before Toby can find him, a second case
occurs, revealing a terrifying fact: the virus can
only be spread through direct tissue exchange.
Following a trail of death that winds from a
pregnant sixteen-year-old prostitute to her own
home, Toby discovers the unthinkable: the
epidemic didn't just happen—someone let it
loose....

Harvest-Tess Gerritsen 2010-07-20 In this
classic medical thriller filled with harrowing
suspense and brilliantly crafted plot twists, Tess
Gerritsen—the author of the acclaimed Rizzoli &
Isles series that inspired the hit television
show—delivers a pulse-pounding tale that “will
make your heart skip a beat” (USA TODAY). For
Dr. Abby DiMatteo, the long road to Boston’s
Bayside Hospital has been anything but easy.
Now, immersed in the grinding fatigue of her
second year as a surgical resident, she’s elated
when the hospital’s elite cardiac transplant team
taps her as a potential recruit. But Abby soon
makes an anguished, crucial decision that
jeopardizes her entire career. A car crash
victim’s healthy heart is ready to be harvested; it
is immediately cross-matched to a wealthy
private patient, Nina Voss. Abby hatches a bold
plan to make sure that the transplant goes
instead to a dying seventeen-year-old boy who is
also a perfect match. The repercussions are
powerful and swift and Abby is shaken but
unrepentant—until she meets the frail, tormented
Nina. Then a new heart for Nina Voss suddenly
appears, her transplant is completed, and Abby
makes a terrible discovery: Nina’s heart has not
come through the proper channels. Defying
Bayside Hospital’s demands for silence, Abby
plunges into an investigation that reveals an
intricate, and murderous, chain of deceptions.
Every move Abby makes spawns a vicious
backlash and, in a ship anchored in the stagnant
waters of Boston Harbor, a final, grisly discovery
lies waiting…

The Surgeon-Tess Gerritsen 2001 Dr. Catherine
Cordell, recovering from a brutal attack and
hiding her fear behind a mask of professionalism,
is the only one that can stop a psychotic killer
known as "The Surgeon," due to his horrific
methods of murder, before he kills again.
100,000 first printing.

John Doe (A Rizzoli and Isles short story)Tess Gerritsen 2012-07-23 It should have been a
night to remember, but Maura Isles can’t recall a
thing. Maura is at a party. A handsome man
approaches. He’s charming and sophisticated.
She flirts and drinks champagne. And then
nothing. Total blackness. Nothing, that is, apart
from these two facts: a man is dead and her
address is found in his pocket . . .

Freaks: A Rizzoli & Isles Short Story-Tess
Gerritsen 2011-05-31 In this Rizzoli & Isles short
story from New York Times bestselling author

Life Support-Tess Gerritsen 2010-07-20 From
New York Times bestselling author Tess
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Tess Gerritsen, a bizarre death comes with a
supernatural twist. Homicide cop Jane Rizzoli
and medical examiner Maura Isles have seen
their fair share of mortal crimes, but the death of
Kimberly Rayner may qualify as inhuman in more
ways than one. When corpse of the emaciated
seventeen-year-old girl is discovered next to an
empty coffin in an abandoned church, mysterious
bruises around the throat suggest foul play.
Caught fleeing the scene is the victim’s closest
friend, Lucas Henry, an equally skeletal, pale
teenager who claims he’s guilty only of having a
taste for blood—a craving he shared with
Kimberly. But the victim’s distraught father
doesn’t believe in vampires, only vengeance. And
now, another life may be at risk unless Rizzoli
and Isles can uncover the astonishing truth.
Includes an excerpt from Tess Gerritsen’s Rizzoli
& Isles novel The Silent Girl

NASA doctor must combat a lethal microbe that
is multiplying in the deadliest of
environments—space—in this acclaimed
blockbuster of medical suspense from Tess
Gerritsen, bestselling author of Harvest, Life
Support, and the Rizzoli and Isles series. Dr.
Emma Watson has been training for the
adventure of a lifetime: to study living beings in
space. But her mission aboard the International
Space Station turns into a nightmare beyond
imagining when a culture of single-celled
organisms begins to regenerate out of
control—and infects the space station crew with
agonizing and deadly results. Emma struggles to
contain the outbreak while back on Earth her
estranged husband, Jack McCallum, works
frantically with NASA to bring her home. But
there will be no rescue. The contagion now
threatens Earth's population, and the astronauts
are stranded in orbit, quarantined aboard the
station—where they are dying one by one...

Bloodstream-Tess Gerritsen 2010-07-20 With
her acclaimed novels Harvest and Life Support,
Tess Gerritsen has injected a powerful dose of
adrenaline into the medical thriller. Now, in a
new blockbuster, Gerritsen melds page-turning
suspense with chilling realism as a small-town
doctor races to unravel the roots of a violent
outbreak -- before it destroys everything she
loves. Lapped by he gentle waters of Locust
Lake, the small resort town of Tranquility, Maine,
seems like the perfect spot for Dr. Claire Elliot to
shelter her adolescent son, Noah, from the
distractions of the big city and the lingering
memory of his father's death. But with the first
snap of winter comes shocking news that puts
her practise on the line: a teenage boy under her
care has committed an appalling act of violence.
And as Claire and all of Tranquility soon
discover, it is just the start of a chain of lethal
outbursts among the town's teenagers. As the
rash of disturbing behavior grows, Claire
uncovers a horrifying secret: this is not the first
time it has happened. Twice a century,the
children of Tranquility lash out with deadly
violence. Claire suspects that there is a biological
cause for the epidemic, and she fears that the
placid Locust Lake may conceal an insidious
danger. As she races to save Tranquility -- and
her son -- from harm, Claire discovers an even
greater threat: a shocking conspiracy to
manipulate nature, and turn innocents to
slaughter.

The Sinner-Tess Gerritsen 2015-12-29
Investigating the brutal murder of one nun and
the critical injury of another within a cloistered
convent, medical examiner Maura Isles and
homicide detective Jane Rizzoli stumble upon
long-buried secrets that link these horrific
crimes.

The Shape of Night-Tess Gerritsen 2020-06-30
A woman trying to outrun her past is drawn to a
coastal village in Maine--and to a string of
unsolved murders--in this novel of romance and
psychological suspense from New York Times
bestselling author Tess Gerritsen. "Suspenseful,
sexy, and soulful."--J. R. Ward, bestselling author
of the Black Dagger Brotherhood series After an
unspeakable tragedy in Boston, Ava Collette flees
to a remote village in Maine, where she rents an
old house named Brodie's Watch. In that isolated
seaside mansion, Ava finally feels at peace . . .
until she glimpses the long-dead sea captain who
still resides there. Rumor has it that Captain
Jeremiah Brodie has haunted the house for more
than a century. One night, Ava confronts the
apparition, who feels all too real, and who
welcomes her into his world--and into his arms.
Even as Ava questions her own sanity, she
eagerly looks forward to the captain's ghostly
visits. But she soon learns that the house she
loves comes with a terrible secret, a secret that
those in the village don't want to reveal: Every
woman who has ever lived in Brodie's Watch has

Gravity-Tess Gerritsen 2010-07-20 A young
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also died there. Is the ghost of Captain Brodie
responsible, or is a flesh-and-blood killer at
work? A killer who is even now circling closer to
Ava? Praise for The Shape of Night "Gerritsen is
at her atmospheric best in this spine-tingling tale
of a lone woman, an old house, and all the
secrets everyone tries to hide."--Lisa Gardner, #1
New York Times bestselling author "With a twisty
mix of dangerous passion, obsession, and
suspense, Tess Gerritsen reinvents the Gothic
novel, giving it a razor-sharp, modern edge."-Jayne Ann Krentz, New York Times bestselling
author of Untouchable "Curl up in your favorite
reading chair and let Tess Gerritsen whisk you
away to a coastal town reminiscent of Daphne du
Maurier's best settings. You are in for a dark and
sexy night, and you will be up very late with
Tess's twisted, haunting tale."--Iris Johansen, #1
New York Times bestselling author

Penn’s life in a hiking accident when they were
boys. As two of the most prominent citizens of
Natchez, Drew and Penn sit on the school board
of their alma mater, St. Stephen’s Prep. When
the nude body of a young female student is found
near the Mississippi River, the entire community
is shocked—but no one more than Penn, who
discovers that his best friend was entangled in a
passionate relationship with the girl and may be
accused of her murder. On the surface, Kate
Townsend seems the most unlikely murder victim
imaginable. A star student and athlete, she’d
been accepted to Harvard and carried the hope
and pride of the town on her shoulders. But like
her school and her town, Kate also had a secret
life—one about which her adult lover knew little.
When Drew begs Penn to defend him, Penn
allows his sense of obligation to override his
instinct and agrees. Yet before he can begin,
both men are drawn into a dangerous web of
blackmail and violence. Drew reacts like
anything but an innocent man, and Penn finds
himself doubting his friend’s motives and
searching for a path out of harm’s way. More
dangerous yet is Shad Johnson, the black district
attorney whose dream is to send a rich white
man to death row in Mississippi. At Shad’s order,
Drew is jailed, the police cease hunting Kate’s
killer, and Penn realizes that only by finding
Kate’s murderer himself can he save his friend’s
life. With his daughter’s babysitter as his guide,
Penn penetrates the secret world of St.
Stephen’s, a place that parents never see, where
reality veers so radically from appearance that
Penn risks losing his own moral compass. St.
Stephen’s is a dark mirror of the adult world, one
populated by steroid-crazed jocks, girls
desperate for attention, jaded teens flirting with
nihilism, and hidden among them all—one true
psychopath. It is Penn’s journey into the heart of
his alma mater that gives Turning Angel its
hypnotic power, for on that journey he finds that
the intersection of the adult and nearly adult
worlds is a dangerous place indeed. By the time
Penn arrives at the shattering truth behind Kate
Townsend’s death, his quiet Southern town will
never be the same.

The Bone Garden-Tess Gerritsen 2016-06-28
Includes excerpt from: Rizzoli & Isles: Die again.

The Keepsake-Tess Gerritsen 2009 Medical
examiner Maura Isles is shocked to discover that
a supposedly ancient mummy is actually a recent
murder victim, and joins forces with Boston PD
detective Jane Rizzoli in an investigation that
uncovers other similar crimes.

Body Double-Tess Gerritsen 2013-12-31
Returning from Paris to discover a murder victim
in her driveway, Boston medical examiner Maura
Isles is shocked to discover that the victim looks
exactly like her and is a twin sister she never
knew.

Vanish-Tess Gerritsen 2009-12-01 If it s
gripping, it s Gerritsen. A chilling Rizzoli and
Isles thriller from Sunday Times bestselling
author Tess Gerritsen.

Turning Angel-Greg Iles 2005-12-27 The #1
New York Times bestselling author of Mississippi
Blood, Greg Iles, keeps the secrets of the South
alive in this vibrant novel of infatuation, murder,
and sexual intrigue set in his hometown of
Natchez, Mississippi. Turning Angel marks the
long-awaited return of Penn Cage, the lawyer
hero of The Quiet Game, and introduces Drew
Elliott, the highly respected doctor who saved
tess-gerritsen-download

The Rizzoli & Isles Series 9-Book BundleTess Gerritsen 2012-10-30 Tess Gerritsen has
thrilled countless readers with her acclaimed
novels of suspense featuring Boston detective
Jane Rizzoli and medical examiner Maura Isles.
TNT struck ratings gold with Rizzoli & Isles, a
series based on Gerritsen’s New York Times
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bestsellers. And now the first nine Rizzoli & Isles
novels are together in one convenient eBook
bundle. “Suspense doesn’t get smarter than this.
Not just recommended but mandatory.”—Lee
Child, on The Silent Girl This bundle includes the
following titles: THE SURGEON THE
APPRENTICE THE SINNER BODY DOUBLE
VANISH THE MEPHISTO CLUB THE KEEPSAKE
ICE COLD THE SILENT GIRL And don’t miss the
thrilling excerpt of Tess Gerritsen’s new Rizzoli
& Isles novel, Last to Die. “[Gerritsen] has an
imagination that allows her to conjure up depths
of human behavior so dark and frightening that
she makes Edgar Allan Poe and H. P. Lovecraft
seem like goody-two-shoes.”—Chicago Tribune

seeing the other two people with whom she
shares an unbearable secret. Twenty years
earlier, a horrific incident shattered the lives of
five teenagers, including Allie. Drinking and
partying in the woods, they played a dangerous
prank that went tragically wrong, turning deadly.
The teenagers kept what happened a secret,
believing that getting caught would be the worst
thing that could happen. But time has taught
Allie otherwise. Not getting caught was far
worse. Allie has been haunted for two decades by
what she and the others did, and by the fact that
she never told a soul. The dark secret has eaten
away at her, distancing her from everyone she
loves, including her husband. Because she wasn't
punished by the law, Allie has punished herself,
and it's a life sentence. Now, Allie stands on the
precipice of losing everything. She's ready for a
reckoning, determined to learn how the prank
went so horribly wrong. She digs to unearth the
truth, but reaches a shocking conclusion that she
never saw coming--and neither will the reader. A
deeply emotional examination of family,
marriage, and the true nature of justice,
Someone Knows is Lisa Scottoline's most
powerful novel to date. Startling, page-turning,
and with an ending that's impossible to forget,
this is a tour de force by a beloved author at the
top of her game.

Taking Stock/In Their Footsteps/Stolen-Tess
Gerritsen 2016-09-01 Old secrets die hard in the
tavistock family... In Their Footsteps The quiet
scandal surrounding her parents' deaths twenty
years ago has always haunted Beryl Tavistock.
Now she's decided that the only way to exorcise
the ghosts of the past is to search for the truth.
Beryl starts asking dangerous questions, and the
answers are proving that old secrets die hard.
Caught in what's become a deadly game of
cat–and–mouse, her quest takes her from the
rain–slick streets of Paris to the sun–drenched
isles of Greece. And as she gets pulled into a
world of espionage, Beryl quickly discovers that
she needs help. Richard Wolf, an ex–CIA agent
and a man she's only just met, is her only hope.
But in a world where trust is a double–edged
sword, friends become enemies, and enemies
become killers... Stolen Reformed cat burglar
Clea Rice has witnessed enough crimes to put
her on the straight and narrow. But little does
she suspect that her search for justice will land
her in the arms of wealthy English gentleman
Jordan Tavistock. As their attraction grows, so
does the danger. Now their biggest concern isn't
whether a proper gentleman and a cat burglar
can find happiness...it's whether they'll survive
long enough to find out.

I Know a Secret-Tess Gerritsen 2018-04-03 Two
separate homicides, at different locations, with
unrelated victims, have more in common than
just being investigated by Boston PD detective
Jane Rizzoli and medical examiner Maura Isles.
In both cases, the bodies bear startling wounds yet the actual cause of death is unknown. It's a
doubly challenging case for the cop and the
coroner to be taking on, at a fraught time for
both of them. As Jane struggles to save her
mother from the crumbling marriage that
threatens to bury her, Maura grapples with the
imminent death of her own mother - infamous
serial killer Amalthea Lank. While Jane tends to
her mother, there's nothing Maura can do for
Amalthea, except endure one final battle of wills
with the woman whose shadow has haunted her
all her life. Though succumbing to cancer,
Amalthea hasn't lost her taste for manipulating
her estranged daughter - this time by dangling a
cryptic clue about the two bizarre murders
Maura and Jane are desperately trying to solve.
But whatever the dying convict knows is only a
piece of the puzzle. Soon the investigation leads
to a secretive young woman who survived a

Someone Knows-Lisa Scottoline 2019-04-09
Bestselling and award-winning author Lisa
Scottoline reaches new heights with this riveting
novel about how a single decision can undo a
family, how our past can derail our present, and
how not guilty doesn't always mean innocent.
Allie Garvey is heading home to the funeral of a
childhood friend. Allie is not only grief-stricken,
she's full of dread. Because going home means
tess-gerritsen-download
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shocking abuse scandal, an independent horror
film that may be rooted in reality, and a slew of
martyred saints who died cruel and unusual
deaths. And just when Rizzoli and Isles think
they've cornered a devilish predator, the longburied past rears its head - and threatens to
engulf more innocent lives, including their own.

Double Impact-Tess Gerritsen 2003 Two fulllength novels in one volume features Tess
Gerritsen's Never Say Die, in which Willy Jane
Maitland, drawing near to the truth about her
father's fatal plane crash twenty years earlier,
becomes involved with ex-army officer Guy
Barnard, an expert on the Asian jungles where
the crash took place. Original.

Ismael and His Sisters-Louise Stern
2015-02-05 Siblings Ismael, Rosie and Cristina
are deaf, and so are many in their Maya village.
The deaf and hearing alike communicate in sign
language, forming a tightly-knit community with
an unsophisticated, simple lifestyle. But when
Ismael gets into a fight at the local fiesta and
flees the village, leaving Rosie and Cristina to
fend for themselves, the daily rhythms of village
life are disrupted, and all that they trust in comes
under threat. Ismael and His Sisters is a
remarkable debut novel from the acclaimed
author of Chattering. It conjures up a world set
apart, made visceral through its concentrated
language, where sign language bridges exterior
and interior worlds and gives a physical shape to
the way we experience the world. It explores the
interplay between the powerful forces within us
and the dark elemental forces beyond our
control, exposing the 'bottomless, hostile ocean'
in which we all flounder. This is an extraordinary
novel about the power of familial bonds, the
barriers we build out of language, the dark
elemental forces that threaten to overwhelm us,
and above all, what it is like to be human.

Playing with Fire-Tess Gerritsen 2015-10-27 A
gripping standalone thriller by the New York
Times bestselling author of the Rizzoli & Isles
series INTERNATIONAL THRILLER WRITERS
AWARD FINALIST • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY LOS ANGELES TIMES
AND SUSPENSE MAGAZINE In a shadowy
antiques shop in Rome, violinist Julia Ansdell
happens upon a curious piece of music—the
Incendio waltz—and is immediately entranced by
its unusual composition. Full of passion, torment,
and chilling beauty, and seemingly unknown to
the world, the waltz, its mournful minor key, its
feverish arpeggios, appear to dance with a
strange life of their own. Julia is determined to
master the complex work and make its melody
heard. Back home in Boston, from the moment
Julia’s bow moves across the strings, drawing the
waltz’s fiery notes into the air, something strange
is stirred—and Julia’s world comes under threat.
The music has a terrifying and inexplicable effect
on her young daughter, who seems violently
transformed. Convinced that the hypnotic strains
of Incendio are weaving a malevolent spell, Julia
sets out to discover the man and the meaning
behind the score. Her quest beckons Julia to the
ancient city of Venice, where she uncovers a
dark, decades-old secret involving a dangerously
powerful family that will stop at nothing to keep
Julia from bringing the truth to light. Praise for
Playing with Fire “Compelling . . . I defy you to
read the first chapter and not singe your fingers
reading the rest.”—David Baldacci “One of the
best and most original thrillers of the
year.”—Providence Journal “[A] novel brimming
with emotion, literary description, and
psychological suspense.”—The Huffington Post
“Will make readers drop everything to immerse
themselves in its propulsive dual narrative.”—Los
Angeles Times

Double Impact-Tess Gerritsen 2012-11-15 TESS
GERRITSEN’S Never Say Die Willy Jane Maitland
traveled to Saigon to uncover what had
happened to her father, missing in action twenty
years ago. Instead she found intrigue—and
murder. Only the rumpled and irreverent exsoldier Guy Barnard seemed willing to help. But
as Willy was about to discover, even Guy had his
hidden motives, his shocking secrets…and
Vietnam was a dangerous place to fall in love.
DEBRA WEBB’S No Way Back Michal Arad
wanted vengeance when he kidnapped former
CIA agent Ami Donovan, claiming she’d posed as
his lover to set him up as an assassin. But Ami
had amnesia and no way of knowing the
truth…until Michal took her in his arms. In spite
of her fear, Ami sensed Michal wasn’t a ruthless
killer, but the man she’d once loved…and the
father of her child.

tess-gerritsen-download

The Provincial Lady-E. M. Delafield 2017-09-07
A special edition of The Provincial Lady by E. M.
Delafield reissued with a bright retro design to
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celebrate Pan’s 70th anniversary. The Provincial
Lady should lead a charmed, upper-middle class
life in her Devonshire village but with a husband
reluctant to do anything but doze behind The
Times, mischievous children and trying servants,
it’s a challenge keeping up appearances on an
inadequate income, particularly in front of the
infuriating and haughty Lady Boxe. Delightfully
witty, the Provincial Lady was the Bridget Jones
of the 1930s, documenting the chaotic
peculiarities of everyday life with wonderful wit
and humour. This abridged edition takes the very
best extracts from her first two ‘diaries’ and
presents them as one brilliantly comic novel.

the appropriate point of view • Work with an
agent • Conduct accurate research • and much,
much more! You'll also find special guidelines for
creating clues, dropping red herrings, and
writing medical, legal, historical, true crime, and
young adult mysteries. It's all the information
you need to solve the mystery-writing riddle!

Keeper of the Bride-Tess Gerritsen 2020-01-13
Revisit this heart-racing romantic suspense novel
from New York Times bestselling author Tess
Gerritsen! If Nina Cormier’s wedding had taken
place, she would be dead. But after the bride was
left at the altar, the church stood empty when the
bomb exploded. It wasn’t until a stranger tried to
run her off the road that Nina realized someone
actually wanted to kill her. But who? That’s what
Detective Sam Navarro has to find out…fast.
With a nightmare unfolding all around them, Sam
and Nina must try to decipher the terrifying
truth: they are at the mercy of a brilliant
madman, one who is playing for keeps.… First
published in 1996.

The Last Waltz-John Suchet 2016-05-10
Captured in a beautiful package, including more
than fifty color photographs, The Last Waltz tells
the intriguing story of of the Viennese Strauss
family known for producing some of the best
known, best loved music of the nineteenth
century. Johann and Josef Strauss, the Waltz
Kings, composed hundreds of instantly
recognizable and enduring melodies, including
The Blue Danube Waltz, Tales from the Vienna
Woods, Voices of Spring and The Radetzky
March. Their iconic music has been featured on
the scores of nearly a thousand films. Yet despite
their success, this was a family riven with
tension, feuds and jealousy, living in a country
that was undergoing seismic upheaval. Through
the personal and political chaos, the Strauss
family continued to compose music to which the
Viennese – anxious to forget their troubles –
could dance and drank champagne, even as their
country hurtled towards oblivion at the hands of
the First World War. Classical music expert and
radio host John Suchet skillfully portrays this
gripping story, capturing the family dramas, the
tensions, triumphs and disasters against the
turbulent backdrop of Austria in the nineteenth
century, from revolution to regicide.

Secret Agent Dad-Metsy Hingle 2011-07-15
THE UNDERCOVER FATHER His memory lost,
secret agent extraordinaire Blake Hunt found
himself in the loving and capable hands of lonely
farmhouse widow Josie Walters. And more than a
little perplexed that he seemed the proud owner
of adorable baby twins! Yet even as the details of
his mission started coming back to Blake, Josie's
sultry green eyes beckoned him to a seductive
future with her. Would discovering the truth
about his identity tear them apart—or unite their
hearts forever…? Five wealthy Texas
bachelors—all members of the state's most
exclusive club—set out on a mission to rescue a
princess…and find true love.

Life Blood-Thomas Hoover 2010-08-19 Pinnacle
2000 New York filmmaker Morgan James is
about to journey straight into the heart of a dark
conspiracy, hidden deep in the mist-shrouded
Maya rain forest of Central America, where a
bizarre human experiment (including a baby
factory) comes at a terrible price.In Vitro,
Independent Film, Adoption, Fertility, Human
Eggs, Guatemala, Peten, Maya, Mayan Pyramid,
Vision Serp

Writing Mysteries-Sue Grafton 2002-04-08
Here's your ticket to the greatest mystery-writing
workshop ever! In this extraordinary compilation,
more than three dozen members of the Mystery
Writers of America share insights and advice that
can help make your writing dreams a reality.
You'll learn how to: • Develop unique ideas •
Construct an airtight plot packed with intrigue
and suspense • Create compelling characters and
atmospheric settings • Develop a writing style all
your own • Write convincing dialogue • Choose
tess-gerritsen-download

Nightshade City-Hilary Wagner 2012-05-08
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Deep beneath a modern metropolis lies the
Catacombs, a kingdom of remarkable rats of
superior intellect . . . Juniper and his maverick
band of rebel rats have been plotting ever since
the Bloody Coup turned the Catacombs, a oncepeaceful democracy, into a brutal dictatorship
ruled by decadent High Minister Killdeer and his
vicious henchman, Billycan, a former lab rat with
a fondness for butchery. When three young
orphan rats—brothers Vincent and Victor and a
clever female named Clover—flee the Catacombs
in mortal peril and join forces with the rebels, it
proves to be the spark that ignites the longawaited battle to overthrow their oppressors and
create a new city: Nightshade City. This digital
edition now includes the first chapter of The
White Assassin, the second book in the
Nightshade Chronicles.

chemistry, and by Brodie’s suspicion that Maggie
Taylor is reporting to the CIA. With ripped-fromthe-headlines appeal, an exotic and dangerous
locale, and the hairpin twists and inimitable
humor that are signature DeMille, The Deserter
is the first in a timely and thrilling new series
from an unbeatable team of True Masters: the #1
New York Times bestseller Nelson DeMille and
his son, award-winning screenwriter Alex
DeMille.

Murder and Mayhem-Tess Gerritsen 2006-12
The quiet scandal surrounding her parents'
deaths 20 years ago sends Beryl Tavistock on a
search for the truth from Paris to Greece. As she
enters a world of international espionage, Beryl
discovers she needs help and turns to a suave exCIA agent. But in a world where trust is a doubleedged sword, friends become enemies and
enemies become killers.

Grave Visions-Kalayna Price 2016-02-02 More
information to be announced soon on this
forthcoming title from Penguin USA.

The Harry Bosch Novels-Michael Connelly
2001-10-22 For the first time in one volume, the
three novels that introduced Michael Connelly's
great LAPD homicide detective, maverick
Hieronymous (Harry) Bosch. The Black Echo
(Winner of the Edgar Award for Best First Novel)
For Harry Bosch-hero, loner, nighthawk-the body
stuffed in a drainpipe off Mulholland Drive isn't
just another statistic. This one is personal. Billy
Meadows was a fellow Vietnam "tunnel rat,"
fighting the VC and the fear they used to call the
Black Echo. Harry let Meadows down once. He
won't do it again. The Black Ice The corpse in the
hotel room seems to be that of a missing LAPD
narcotics officer. Rumors abound that the cop
had crossed over-selling a new drug called Black
Ice. Now Harry's making some dangerous
connections, leading from the cop to a string of
bloody murders, and from Hollywood Boulevard's
drug bazaar to Mexico's dusty back alleys. In this
lethal game, Harry is likely to be the next victim.
The Concrete Blonde When Harry Bosch shot and
killed Norman Church, the police were convinced
it marked the end of the hunt for the DollmakerL.A.'s most bizarre serial killer. But now Church's
widow is accusing Harry of killing the wrong
man-a charge that rings terrifyingly true when a
new victim is discovered with the Dollmaker's
macabre signature. For the second time, Harry
must hunt the murderer down, before he strikes
again. Together, these three novels are the
perfect way to discover, or rediscover, the sleuth
the New York Times Book Review called a

In Their Footsteps-Tess Gerritsen 2010-05-01
The quiet scandal surrounding her parents'
deaths 20 years ago sends Beryl Tavistock on a
search for the truth from Paris to Greece.

The Deserter-Nelson DeMille 2019-10-22 *NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* An “outstanding”
(Publishers Weekly, starred review) blistering
thriller featuring a brilliant and unorthodox Army
investigator, his enigmatic female partner, and
their hunt for the Army’s most notorious—and
dangerous—deserter from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Nelson DeMille and Alex
DeMille. When Captain Kyle Mercer of the
Army’s elite Delta Force disappeared from his
post in Afghanistan, a video released by his
Taliban captors made international headlines.
But circumstances were murky: Did Mercer
desert before he was captured? Then a second
video sent to Mercer’s Army commanders leaves
no doubt: the trained assassin and keeper of
classified Army intelligence has willfully
disappeared. When Mercer is spotted a year later
in Caracas, Venezuela, by an old Army buddy, top
military brass task Scott Brodie and Maggie
Taylor of the Criminal Investigation Division to
fly to Venezuela and bring Mercer back to
America—preferably alive. Brodie knows this is a
difficult mission, made more difficult by his new
partner’s inexperience, by their undeniable
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"wonderful, old-fashioned hero who isn't afraid to
walk through the flames."

death. “Do you ever just want to be believed?”
Siblings Liv and Jory Brewer have grown up
resenting each another. Liv—former pageant
queen and reality TV star—was groomed for a life
in the spotlight, while her older brother, Jory,
born with a partial facial paralysis, was left in the
shadows. The only thing they have in common is
contempt for their parents. Now Liv is suing her
mom and dad for emancipation, and Jory views
the whole thing as yet another attention-getting
spectacle. But on the day of the hearing, their
parents mysteriously vanish, and the siblings are
forced to work together. Liv feels certain she
knows where they are and suspects that Jory
knows more than he’s telling...which is true.
What starts as a simple overnight road trip soon
takes a turn for the dangerous and surreal. And
as the duo speeds through the deserts of Nevada,
brother and sister will unearth deep family
secrets that force them to relive their pasts as
they try to retain a grip on the present.

Girl Missing-Tess Gerritsen 2009 âe~Head-tohead with Nicci French and Karin
Slaughterâe(tm) Daily Mirror THE FIRST BODY
IS A MYSTERY. She's young. She's beautiful. And
her corpse, laid out in the office of Boston
medical examiner Kat Novak, betrays no secrets except for a matchbook clutched in one stiff
hand, seven numbers scrawled inside. THE NEXT
BODY IS A WARNING. When a second victim is
discovered, Kat begins to fear that a serial killer
is stalking the streets. The police are sceptical.
The mayor won't listen. And Kat's chief suspect is
one of the town's most prominent citizens. THE
FINAL BODY . . . MIGHT BE HERS. With the
death toll rising, Kat races to expose a deadly
predator who is closer than she ever dreamt. And
every move she makes could be her very last.

Family Passions-Jayne Ann Krentz 2002 Family
Passions by Jayne Ann Krentz\Barbara
Delinsky\Tess Gerritsen released on Mar 25,
2002 is available now for purchase.

Under the Knife-Tess Gerritsen 2020-05-11
Dive into the danger and drama of this classic
romantic suspense novel, only from New York
Times bestselling author Tess Gerritsen. For
attorney David Ransom, it begins as an open-andshut case: malpractice. Then Dr. Kate Chesne
storms into his office, daring him to seek out the
truth—that she’s being framed. When another
patient turns up dead, David starts to believe
her. Somewhere in the Honolulu hospital, a killer
walks freely. And now David finds himself asking
the same questions Kate is desperate to have
answered. Who is next—and why? First published
in 1990.

Sisters of Shadow and Light-Sara B. Larson
2019-11-05 From the acclaimed author of Defy,
Sara B. Larson, Sisters of Shadow and Light is a
timeless and fantastical tale of sisterly love and
powerful magic The night my sister was born, the
stars died and were reborn in her eyes.... Zuhra
and Inara have grown up in the Citadel of the
Paladins, an abandoned fortress where
legendary, magical warriors once lived before
disappearing from the world—including their
Paladin father the night Inara was born. On that
same night, a massive, magical hedge grew and
imprisoned them within the citadel. Inara
inherited their father’s Paladin power; her eyes
glow blue and she is able to make plants grow at
unbelievable rates, but she has been trapped in
her own mind because of a “roar” that drowns
everything else out—leaving Zuhra virtually
alone with their emotionally broken human
mother. For fifteen years they have lived,
trapped in the citadel, with little contact from the
outside world...until the day a stranger passes
through the hedge, and everything changes. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

The Apostle-Brad Thor 2010-05-18 When a
media titan's daughter is kidnapped in
Afghanistan and offered in exchange for the
freedom of a top Al Qaeda operative, Navy SEAL
turned covert Homeland Security operative Scot
Harvath undertakes a dangerous mission to free
the terrorist from a Kabul prison only to discover
that things are not what they seem. Reprint. 1
million first printing. A best-selling book.

What We Buried-Kate A. Boorman 2019-02-26
Told from the split viewpoints of Liv and Jory,
Kate A. Boorman's What We Buried is a
psychological thrill ride that deftly explores how
memories can lie, how time can bend, and how
reconciling the truth can be a matter of life or
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